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MIDD Briefing Paper Review Panel Evaluation Matrix-2016 

Numerical Score Panelist Comments 

10 
 

• Very energizing 
• Great group of people and wide representation [made it 10] 
• A LEAN process could have been applied better before. The learning from the 

systems mapping of familiar faces would have been helpful in informing this 
process. 

10 • The folks who attended [made it 10] 
• The great staffing [made it 10] 

10 
• Extremely thoughtfully organized and effective 
• Thank you for all your hard work to organize this! Very grateful for the 

opportunity to participate. 

10 

• Very well done! 
• Good, diverse group in attendance. 
• I learned quite a bit and was persuaded to change my mind on some of the 

briefing papers.  
• Everybody participated…and extensively. That is rare! 

10 

• Today was great. It exceeded my expectations. I liked that we made space 
for tough topics and a range of opinions. I thought today was enriching and 
an accepting experience. 

• I would strongly encourage the decision-makers that be (Council, Exec, 
Oversight Committee) to convene a similar group to think about evaluations 
and outcomes in a new way, with a lens toward measuring system 
change/accountability and increasing cultural competency within measures. 

• AND to consider having all who sit on MIDD go to Undoing Institutional 
Racism training, maybe Dr. Caprice Collins or People’s Institute NW – both 
offer good conversations. 

• One more thought: invite community reps of color to talk about this: seek 
their input. Seek input of clients of color… 

10 • It was great – thanks! 
• Thanks for all of the great comments and input 

10 
• Before suspending any currently funded activity, please ask for informed 

[enforced?] outcomes. Also, please ask for outcomes in currently funded 
activities. A landscape and gap analysis may also be beneficial.  systems  

8 

• To make it a 10: BPs could have been more heavily edited (lots of repetitive 
info) and Grouping/sorting of concepts was a bit odd in some instances. 
Turnout was low. 

• The conversations were honest, robust, informative and on point. 

8 

• To make it a 10: Better representation of the diversity of consumers, system 
representatives, since the process seemed to allow for advocacy to swing the 
group. 

• Nice scheduling – good pace. 
• If King County wants to hear from providers and front-line staff, King County 

needs to be willing to fund the time – not just $ for direct service but $ to 
participate in community consultation and processes. 
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7 
• To make it a 10: Have this session and let proposers respond and have an 

abbreviated session again. 
• Good chocolate reward system. 

  

(none) 

• I think it went very well based on my first-time participating in this venue. I 
appreciated the discussion by content experts and people who had 
experience with some of the programs and organizations. 

• I think that conducting the review more like a federal study section where 
each application would be assigned a primary, secondary and tertiary 
reviewer who could provide a summary, overall impression of each 
application, and then the rest of the group could comment. 

9 • To make it a 10: More time to discuss the concept papers. 
• Great job! 

9 

• This has been a great process with a good focus on service providers who 
have hammered on serving underserved and emerging populations. “The 
papers were excellent, people were forthright, and staff interaction and 
facilitation good. 

• To make it a 10: It would have been interesting to have a couple of 
community youth and/or utilizers in group. 

• Congrats on a very inclusive overall process. I look forward to final 
report/recommendations. 

9.75 
• To make it a 10: Fresh coffee in the afternoon  
• Excellent facilitation. Kept us on time in a supportive manner. Full group 

participation. 

9 • To make it a 10: If at all possible, it would be great to have more 
community/client representation (e.g. youth voices, personal stories, etc.) 

10 • [None] 

10 
• Great job moderating and keeping us on track. Everything felt like 

productive, constructive conversation and it was really nice to dig in to 
concepts with people who have perspectives that are different than mine. 

10 
• This process was smooth, fast and kept us engaged 
• What an enormous amount of work you did to get us to this day and through 

this process – it is so much appreciated! 

10 • Thank you for all of your hard work to bring such a great working session 
today. 

10 • The best experience for me this year!  

9 

• To make it a 10: More focused specifically on content 
• There are a lot of systemic issues we could spend all day discussing, but as a 

panel, we’re here to focus on the proposals. Want to make sure there’s 
sufficient time to discuss issues we can impact, rather than broad topics 
unfortunately not “solvable” though one service. (We used a lot of time 
earlier discussing very broad, important, but not necessarily relevant, issues.) 

6 

• Need more of a critical conversation of pros and cons of each proposal. 
• To make it a 10: Briefing and Q and A by staff to ensure baseline of 

competency on proposals. Existing programs should have a high bar in terms 
of proposals. Dots should be allocated one per program. Need mix of experts 
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and lay people so questions can be answered. More weeding of proposals at 
outset; focus on fewer proposals for deeper dive. 

• Facilitation was excellent. 
• Transparency and inclusiveness of process great. 
• Good diversity in room. 

  

10 

• Extremely well facilitated! 
• I always enjoy at the beginning of a panel discussing weighty topics (i.e. racial 

trauma, institutional racism, juvenile justice, etc) to do a brief mindfulness 
meditation piece to help center, focus and align the group. Although this 
group seemed very relaxed.  

10 • Thank you! 
10 • This was a great meeting! I learned a lot, everyone was candid. 
10 • [None] 

9.5 
• To make it a 10: potato chips 
• Impressed at the highly focused group. We got through all of the info (which 

I didn’t think could happen). Excellent job! 

8+ • To make it a 10: a few more breaks. 
• Thanks! 

10 • [None] 

9 

• To make it a 10: maybe a “crisis diversion system overview” presentation at 
the beginning…? 

• If this process (or some iteration of it) is repeated, the briefing papers need 
to be much shorter (fewer questions and shorter answers to many of them) 
and less wonky. 

9.5-10 
• To make it a 10: A tiny bit more direction for the more talkative members 
• Awesome job coordinating, listening, selecting diverse teams – very effective 

and useful, productive day 

10 

• Thank you for the attention to equity and social justice and a wide range of 
perspectives. 

• Please include service providers on the Oversight Committee to lend 
information to policy makers. 

• Proactive siting [seating?] work! 

9 
• To make it a 10: more people of color and South King County, and someone 

from law enforcement 
• Really good process and the King County staff are AMAZING!  

7 

• To make it a 10: Divide panel into smaller groups for more engagement, 
placing extremely knowledgable folks with others of differing backgrounds 
and perspectives. 

• Felt overall very informative and productive. 
8 • To make it a 10: better lunch and breaks. 
  

10 [none] 

9 
• To make it a 10: More focus on treatment and recovery rather than criminal 

justice. 
• Thank you. 
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9 

• To make it a 10: Making sure everyone gets an opportunity to speak rather 
than letting one person speak every time. 

• So happy to be involved here, I learned so much and was so thankful for the 
variety of experience and perspectives! 

10 • The voices in the room were diverse and the dialogue well facilitated. 

6 

• To make it a 10: More (any) consumer participation. Less County/system 
people. 

• There should be stipends for community participants and should work 
around schedules for folks to be present (food, gas, children, etc.) 

9 
• Thought it was well done 
• To make it a 10: Always gotta have something to strive for 
• Well done. 

10 • Great facilitation; people were amazingly open and outspoken which was 
great. 

9.5 

• To make it a 10: Score cards would have been helpful – less material to 
cover, but that was unavoidable  

• Fabulous job! Interesting process. I learned, I felt I contributed, and my mind 
was changed. 

9 
• To make it a 10: Very complex conversations with partners with multiple rich 

perspectives required more time with all this content. But also appreciated 
that it kept moving along. 

9.75 

• To make it a 10: Give away free phones when batteries die.  
• Great group of panelists representing diverse perspectives. There was a 

robust dialogue about the issues. Thank you for including me in this process. 
I learned a lot. Thank you again. 

10 • [None] 

10 • To make it 11: More candy   (just kidding!) 
• Great conversation – thank you! 


